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Team Ninja's upcoming Ninja Gaiden® II: The Dark Sword of Chaos marks the return of one of the most revered action series'
in history - now bigger than ever and twice as brutal! You can customize your character from a single warrior to a legendary

team, and your warriors will adapt to your play style. Or, select from a variety of legendary and never-before-seen warriors and
embark on your own personal quest to become a legend. The Ninja Gaiden series continues to pioneer the action genre and is
unparalleled in its intense combat and story-driven presentation. Now, prepare yourself for your most brutal adventure yet as

you face off with hordes of enemies while uncovering the story of the legendary Dark Ninja Steel and his quest to become the
God of Iron. Story / Characters: After the events of Ninja Gaiden Z, returning player Gage (the reborn "Dark Sword of Chaos")
and his three new friends are experiencing their first year of university at the top of the world. When a new plague threatens the

world, Kano and his acolytes are called to take action - and they summon Gage and the four warriors for an adventure to the
northern realm of Ratanga! Meeting new friends, and making new enemies, the party can no longer stand idly by as the world's
fate hangs in the balance. They must journey to the realm of Ratanga, where they will find the source of the blight, and unearth
the hidden truth behind the Dark Ninja Steel - the mysterious leader of the invading horde! The 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray™ release
of The Rise of Skywalker, featuring never-before-seen bonus features, is the definitive home entertainment experience for fans

and new audiences alike. Re-watch every epic moment of the movie — from Rey's touching parting words with Luke, to a
triumphant display of the new power of the Skywalker team — presented in never-before-seen detail in Dolby Atmos audio.
Star Wars: Rise of Skywalker, the epic conclusion to the Skywalker saga, offers an all-new adventure for fans. Play as Rey,

Finn, Poe, BB-8 and other heroes as they fight to restore the safety of the galaxy. Build your own team and assemble your squad
to fight both old enemies and new. Make the journey to the hidden island of Ahch-To, the last known location of Luke

Skywalker, and rescue him. There, you'll bring together every hero of the saga, including the one you've been waiting for:
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